“Huffified” To the Tune of 1985
Tiffany Chen, Ian Wong
(Sung after having a cold!)

Woohooohoo
Woohooohoo

Debbie just hit the wall
She never had it all

One Sort Learned a day
All she can do is pray
Her dreams went out the door
When Tourney hit the floor
Hasn’t made but one tree
Ola’s her enemy

She was gonna start it tuesday
She was gonna make it work
She was going to clean it up
Rummage though all of the murk

Her code for BST is now the enemy
Looks at her started code
And nothing runs right anymore

since Sort by Freqs, BSTs,
She can’t get right thru this week’s
Assignment, Well fine then
Why is it squared O of n \(O(n^2)\)

These lyrics are not cool
She’ll soon get kicked out of school
Cuz she’s not preoccupied
with part one, part two, they are Huff-i-fied

Woohooohoo
(they are Huff-i-fied)
Woohooohoo

She’s seen all the classes
She’s seen every line
She’s forgot all of the old
Even the Prefix Code
She hates stacks and queues
They give her the crying blues
Thought she could get the code
But can’t do Priority Queues

Where’s the easy code, from Compsci 6
HP calculators have weird forms of Postfix
When have the Uncles and Aunts been into the incest?
What ever happened to pixmap, for loops,
(simple weekly things)

The Sort by Freqs, BSTs,
She can’t get right thru this week’s
Assignment, Well fine then
Why is it squared $O$ of $n$ $\quad (O(n^2))$

These lyrics are not cool
She’ll soon get kicked out of school
Cuz she’s not preoccupied
with part one, part two, they are Huff-i-fied

Woohoohoo

She hates time make it stop
When did simple coding become such a crock?
And when did BSTs become so many trees?
Please make this stop
Stop!
And bring back

Sort by Freqs, BSTs,
She can’t get right thru this week’s
Assignment, Well fine then
Why is it squared $O$ of $n$ $\quad (O(n^2))$

These lyrics are not cool
She’ll soon get kicked out of school
Cuz she’s not preoccupied
they’re not Huff-i-fied

Woohoohoo

Sort by Freqs, BSTs,
She can’t get right thru this week’s
Assignment, Well fine then
Why is it squared $O$ of $n$ $\quad (O(n^2))$

These lyrics are not cool
She’ll soon get kicked out of school
Cuz she’s not preoccupied
with part one, part two, they are Huff-i-fied